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We describe an electrothermal model for the turn-on dynamics of superconducting nanowire single-
photon detectors (SNSPDs). By extracting a scaling law from a well-known electrothermal model of
SNSPDs, we show that the rise time of the readout signal encodes the photon number as well as the length
of the nanowire with scaling trise ∝ √

�/n. We show that these results hold regardless of the exact form
of the thermal effects. This explains how SNSPDs have an inherent photon-number-resolving capability.
We experimentally verify the photon-number dependence by collecting waveforms for different photon
numbers, rescaling them according to our predicted relation, and performing statistical analysis that shows
that there is no statistical significance between the rescaled curves. Additionally, we use our predicted
dependence of the rise time on the detector length to provide further insight into previous theoretical work
by other authors. By assuming a specific thermal model, we predict that rise time will scale with the bias
current, trise ∝ √

1/Ib. We fit this model to experimental data and find that trise ∝ 1/(n0.52±0.03 I 0.63±0.02
b ),

which suggests that further work is needed to better understand the bias-current dependence. This work
gives insights into the nonequilibrium dynamics of thin superconducting films exposed to electromagnetic
radiation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Superconducting nanowire single-photon detectors
(SNSPDs) are widely used in quantum optics and quan-
tum information science because of their high efficiency
over a wide range of wavelengths, fast reset times, low
timing jitter, and low dark-count rates, and the typical lack
of afterpulsing [1,2]. Despite the widespread use of these
detectors, their dynamics are still not fully understood.

A qualitative picture of SNSPD operation involves one
or more photons absorbed by the device simultaneously
that create resistive regions in the nanowire, known as hot
spots, which divert current out of the detector and into the
readout circuit, constituting a detection event. A complete
quantitative model requires knowledge of the spatiotempo-
ral dynamics of the nonequilibrium distribution of quasi-
particles in the superconductor and its interaction with the
readout electronics. The understanding of the microscopic
details of these devices is rapidly advancing [3]; how-
ever, electrothermal models of SNSPDs frequently have
more parameters than measurable constraints [4,5]. Hence,
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similar forms of behavior may be fitted using different
sets of model parameters, thus potentially obscuring the
physical principles underlying SNSPD behavior.

Here, we describe a simple SNSPD model that cap-
tures the essential physics of the link between hot-spot
growth and features of the rising edge of the electrical
readout pulse. The model identifies a “universal curve”
for the electrical signal. Converting this model to physical
units requires using only two scale parameters, which can
be determined experimentally, and gives a simple relation
between the microscopic SNSPD parameters and the read-
out signal. Using scaling relations derived from our model
equations, we explain the recent demonstration of multi-
photon resolution in a conventional SNSPD [6]. Further,
we predict the scaling of the turn-on time with nanowire
length � and find results consistent with a previous pre-
diction that relies on a more complex model. Finally, by
refining our model in a way suggested by the work of
Kerman et al. [5], we predict the specific shape of the
rising edge of a readout pulse and the dependence of
the rise time on the bias current Ib of the detector. We
claim that our theoretical predictions hold regardless of
the detector material and we compare with experiments
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performed using a detector made from a proprietary amor-
phous superconductor in a class similar to that of WSi and
MoSi, as well as results from the literature on NbN. We
find good agreement between the model predictions and
experimental measurements.

II. DETECTION MODEL

A typical high-detection-efficiency SNSPD consists of
a thin (thickness approximately 5−10 nm) and narrow
(width w ∼ 100 nm) superconducting film shaped into a
meander that matches the optical-field mode of the photon
source as illustrated in Fig. 1(a). Electrically, we treat the
SNSPD using lumped circuit elements coupled to a readout
circuit, shown in Fig. 1(b). The detector bias current splits
between two pathways to ground: the current Idet pass-
ing through the SNSPD and the signal current Is passing
through the readout-circuit load resistor RL. The SNSPD
is treated as a kinetic inductance Lk, connected in series
with a parallel combination of a time-dependent resistance,
RN (t), and a switch. The resistive part of the nanowire
due to photon detection is represented using RN (t) and the
switch being closed represents the entire nanowire being in
the superconducting state. In Ginzburg-Landau theory, Lk
depends on Idet. The variation is essentially constant when
the current is below approximately 90% of the depair-
ing current and decreases rapidly as Idet approaches the
depairing current from below [7]. For most present-day
SNSPDs, Idet is well enough below the depairing current
that taking Lk constant is a good approximation and here
we assume that to be the case. This approximation is dis-
cussed further in Appendix A. In the absence of photons,
the nanowire is in thermal equilibrium with the substrate
at temperature To < Tc, where Tc is the superconducting

(a)

(b) (c)

FIG. 1. (a) A depiction of an SNSPD meander with incident
photons. (a)(i) An illustration of a region of the SNSPD near an
incident and absorbed photon. (a)(ii–v) The progression of hot-
spot formation, growth, and decay, which is described using the
front velocity v. (b) The lumped-element circuit diagram of an
SNSPD and the readout. (c) An example SNSPD readout pulse.
The vertical gray line marks t = 0.

critical temperature at zero bias, and the switch is closed
(Idet = Ib, Is = 0).

A detection event begins with the absorption of a pho-
ton by the nanowire with an energy much greater than the
superconducting gap energy [Fig. 1(a)(i)], giving rise to
a hot spot. We use the so-called hot-spot mechanism to
describe the operation of the detector. While there contin-
ues to be some uncertainty of the appropriateness of this
model during the very short time during the initiation of a
detection event [8–12], it does predict many of the experi-
mental observations across the literature. For the purposes
of this paper, we consider only the dynamics after the hot
spot has already grown across the entire cross-section area
of the nanowire [13]. Note that throughout this work we
use the term “hot spot” to refer to the normal region as it
grows and shrinks due to Joule heating, in contrast with
the localized resistive region present immediately follow-
ing photon absorption, before Joule heating takes place.
The hot spot spreads rapidly due to quasiparticle diffusion
and extends across the width of the nanowire [Fig. 1(a)(ii)],
giving rise to a resistive (normal) wire segment with resis-
tance RHS. In the lumped-element circuit model, the switch
is now open.

The hot spot continues to grow along the length of
the wire due to Joule heating from current Idet passing
through the normal region and this growth is character-
ized by a phase-front velocity v = v(Idet) at its boundaries
[Fig. 1(a)(iii–iv)]. This treatment is widely used to describe
SNSPD dynamics and is appropriate as long as the ther-
mal healing length LH is much smaller than the length
of the hot spot. For NbN-based detectors, LH = 20 nm;
therefore, this approximation is valid for all but the very
early initial stages of hot-spot development [4,5]. As the
resistive region grows, more current is shunted into the
readout circuit, resulting in the rising edge of the electri-
cal pulse shown in Fig. 1(c). As more current is shunted
out of the detector, the hot-spot growth slows and stalls
at a steady-state current Iss. (Some authors call this the
retrapping current [14,15].)

Here, we focus on the time interval during hot-spot
growth and decay up until hot-spot collapse, which cor-
responds to the rising edge of the electrical pulse. This
sequence of events takes place on a short time scale, typ-
ically less than 1 ns. Previously, the rising edge of the
readout signal has been described as an exponential growth
with time constant Lk/RHS [16], where RHS ∼ 103 � is
constant during the presence of the hot spot. However,
as we show below, this is not an accurate picture and it
leads to incorrect conclusions about the detector turn-on
dynamics.

Shortly after its growth stalls, the hot spot collapses as
cooling to the substrate dominates over Joule heating, as
shown in Fig. 1(a)(v). Once the nanowire returns to the
superconducting state, the switch in the lumped-element
circuit model is closed and the readout pulse begins to
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decay exponentially on a time scale governed by the time it
takes for the current to return to the inductor [Eq. (2) with
RHS = 0], which has a 1/e recovery time of τr = Lk/RL.
Note that during the decay of the pulse, both Lk and RL are
constant. For high-speed readout circuits, RL is often 50 �,
so that τr is tens of nanoseconds—much longer than the
rise time of Is.

The dynamics of the coupled system during a detection
event are governed by the interplay between the super-
conducting nanowire and the readout circuit, which we
describe using an electrothermal model given by

dRHS

dt
= 2

Rmax

�
v(Idet), RHS ≥ 0, (1)

Lk
dIdet

dt
+ nRHSIdet = (Ib − Idet)RL, (2)

these equations being valid immediately after the initiation
of a detection event, with initial conditions RHS(0) = 0 and
Idet(0) = Ib. Here, Rmax is the resistance of the nanowire
when its total length � is in the normal state, which occurs
when T > Tc at Ib = 0 or Ib � Isw at T = 0, where Isw is
the switching current. Thus Rmax/� is the resistance per
unit length of the nanowire and Eq. (1) expresses the above
description of hot-spot growth. The factor of 2 accounts for
the two fronts that bound a hot spot. Physically, RHS > 0,
but the system of equations allows for unphysical solutions
arising from the superconductivity transition of the hot
spot. Keeping the solution in the physical domain requires
setting RHS = 0 when RHS falls below zero in solving the
system of equations. Here, we assume that v(Idet) only
depends on the present value of Idet and not on the size
or history of the hot spot. The physics of a propagat-
ing superconducting-normal boundary, traveling at a phase
velocity v(Idet), for long narrow superconductors, has been
studied extensively because of its importance in under-
standing quenching of superconducting magnets [17]. In
the latter half of this work, we use a particular form of
v(Idet) that is well suited to most SNSPDs.

Equation (2) is Kirchhoff’s voltage law for the SNSPD-
load resistor loop. We allow for the possibility that n
photons are absorbed by the film simultaneously, as might
happen when illuminating the nanowire with a short-
duration multiphoton wave packet. We assume that each
absorbed photon generates a hot spot with identical behav-
ior and that they do not overlap spatially. This is appro-
priate for a small number of hot spots with typical stalled
hot-spot maximum lengths (approximately 1 μm) and typ-
ical values of � (approximately 500 μm) [4]. The total
nanowire resistance is then given by RN (t) = nRHS(t).
While the hot spots do not interact directly in our model,
they are coupled indirectly through the electrothermal
interaction.

III. CHARACTERISTIC SCALES

To explore the effects of various parameters on detec-
tor rise times, we rescale Eqs. (1) and (2). There are two
time scales inherent in this system of equations, τr and tch,
the latter of which is the characteristic time scale for the
dynamics related to the rising edge of the readout pulse.
Because we are interested in studying this regime, we
rescale Eqs. (1) and (2), taking tch to be the dominant time
scale. We introduce the dimensionless quantities t̃ = t/tch,
τ̃r = τr/tch, R̃(t̃) = RHS(t)/Rch, R̃max = Rmax/Rch, Ĩ(t̃) =
Idet(t)/Ib, and ṽ(Ĩ) = v(Idet)/vb, where vb = v(Ib) is the
phase-front velocity at the start of hot-spot formation.
Here, the characteristic resistance Rch represents the maxi-
mum resistance attained by a single hot spot and it and tch
are given, respectively, by

Rch =
√

4vbRmaxLk

n�
, (3)

tch = 2Lk

nRch
=

√
�Lk

nvbRmax
. (4)

Substituting these expressions into Eqs. (1) and (2) results
in the dimensionless set of equations

dR̃
dt̃

= ṽ(Ĩ), R̃ ≥ 0, (5)

dĨ
dt̃

+ 2R̃Ĩ = 1
τ̃r

(1 − Ĩ). (6)

In the rescaling of Eqs. (3) and (4), the dependence on
the photon number n is the unique choice for eliminat-
ing the explicit n dependence in Eqs. (1) and (2). There is
still a “hidden” dependence in that systems with different
numbers of photons will have different values of τ̃r.

For typical SNSPDs, the turn-on dynamics are much
faster than the recovery time τr, such that τ̃r � 1 (nRch �
2RL), and it is possible to neglect the right-hand side of Eq.
(6). Assuming that we operate in this domain, the coupled
equations become

dR̃
dt̃

= ṽ(Ĩ), R̃ ≥ 0, (7)

dĨ
dt̃

+ 2R̃Ĩ = 0, (8)

with initial conditions R̃(t̃ = 0) = 0 and Ĩ(t̃ = 0) = 1.
Here, ṽ(Ĩ) plays the role of a driving term for the system
of equations. We first consider the nanowire operating at a
specific bias current Ib. The phase-front velocity is taken
to be some (perhaps unknown) function of the detector
current v(I). However, for all cases that have the same
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bias current Ib, the scaled velocity function ṽ(Ĩ) is iden-
tical—these cases are all described by exactly the same
scaled equations above and hence have exactly the same
scaled solutions for Ĩ(t̃) and R̃(t̃). In particular, the rela-
tive values for the characteristic time scale for the turn-on
dynamics tch are independent of the specific form of ṽ.

Therefore, for a detector operating at a specified Ib,
we can directly relate the signal for a multiphoton event
to that of a single-photon event by explicitly express-
ing the solution of Eqs. (7) and (8) for the scaled cur-
rent in terms of the actual physical quantities for the
two cases:

I1(t) = In(t/
√

n). (9)

Thus, the absorbed photon number n is encoded within
the turn-on dynamics, which can be revealed by mea-
suring the 10%–90% signal rise time or the maximum
value of dIs,n/dt ∝ √

n dIs,1/dt. This explains the recent
experimental findings of Cahall et al. [6].

To compare our theoretical predictions with experimen-
tal observations, we collect waveforms from a proprietary
amorphous device for optical wave packets with n = 1, 2,
and 3 photons in the same manner as in Ref. [6], using a
higher-bandwidth readout circuit to minimize signal dis-
tortion, and rescale them using the same principle as in
Eq. (9) (for the experimental details, see Appendices B
and C). In Fig. 2(a), we show the rising edges of the
waveforms collected at the readout. Figure 2(b) shows
the waveforms after rescaling by

√
n, where it is seen

that the waveforms appear to fall on a single curve. This
phenomena is more apparent when examining the deriva-
tives of the waveforms, which are shown in Fig. 2(c) and
rescaled in Fig. 2(d). The difference at t = 0 in the deriva-
tive curves is statistically significant. In contrast, there is
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FIG. 2. (a) The rising edges of the n = 1, 2, and 3 traces (gray,
blue, and red) and (b) with tN = t/

√
n, as well as their derivatives

with respect to time (c) and (d).

no statistical significance between the rescaled derivative
curves at t = 0 (for the details of the statistical analysis,
see Appendix D). Therefore, we claim that rescaling the
traces by

√
n reveals a universal curve that is independent

of the photon number. Ringing from our amplifier distorts
this effect somewhat beyond tN = 0.4 ns in the rescaled
curves.

Recent work by Smirnov et al. [15] provides a second
test of our model. They modeled and experimentally stud-
ied the effect of the detector length on single-photon pulse
rise times for SNSPDs. They presented a two-temperature
(quasiparticle and/or phonon distribution) model described
by five coupled differential equations, which was numeri-
cally solved to predict the readout-signal rise times. They
tested their predictions by comparing signals from detec-
tors with different values of �. The authors argued, qual-
itatively, that the dependence of rise time on � should
be nonlinear for � > 20 μm and their model equations
confirm this. While we cannot make absolute estimates
of detector rise times, we can make a stronger claim of
the nature of the nonlinear dependence on �. Detectors
differing only in length (and operated at the same bias cur-
rent) will all be described in our approach by Eqs. (7)
and (8). In Eq. (4), Lk and Rmax are proportional to �.
Therefore, we predict that tch, and hence the detector rise
time, should scale as

√
�. We fit the model calculations

of Smirnov et al. [15] to g + h�1/2, allowing g and h to
be fit parameters, and find that g = 15.1 ± 0.8 ps and h =
15.01 ± 0.04 ps/μm1/2, with a reduced chi-square statistic
of approximately 1 as shown in Fig. 3 (for more informa-
tion, see Appendix E). Our prediction for the scaling of the
rise time on � and n does not require a solution to the dif-
ferential Eqs. (1) and (2), but is based only on the rescaling
of the equations in physical units, Eqs. (3) and (4). Thus,
we conclude that these scaling results are due to the ther-
moelectric coupling and do not depend on the microscopic
physics that defines the functional dependence of v on Idet.

R
is

e 
tim

e 
(p

s)

FIG. 3. Our prediction trise ∝ √
� (red curve) compared with

the theoretical predictions from Smirnov et al. [15] (blue dots),
alongside their experimental results for NbN on Si/Si3N4 (green
diamonds) and Si/SiO2 (orange squares). We fit their theoretical
predictions for values > 20 μm (gray vertical line).
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IV. UNIVERSAL MODEL

More detailed information may be gleaned from Eq. (4)
by assuming a specific functional form for ṽ(Ĩ). We fol-
low Kerman et al. [5] by using an approximate solution
to the phase-front velocity originally derived by Broom
and Rhoderick [18], which in physical unscaled units is
as follows:

v(I) =
√

2vo
I 2/I 2

ss − 1√
I 2/I 2

ss − 1/2
. (10)

Here, vo = √
ακ/d/c, where κ , c, and d are the thermal

conductivity, the specific heat per unit volume, and the
thickness of the nanowire, respectively, and α is the heat-
conductivity coefficient for cooling to the substrate. Note
that v(Iss) = 0 from Eq. (10), as discussed qualitatively
above. An important quantity in studying these problems
is the Stekly parameter, which describes the relative mag-
nitudes of Joule heating and cooling to the substrate: s =
2(Isw/Iss)

2 [5,17]. For most SNSPDs, s is large, as it is for
our detector with s = 300. A device is usually biased near
Isw; therefore, over most of the rise time, Eq. (10) may
be approximated as the linear relation v(I) = √

2voI/Iss
and, importantly, vb = √

2voIb/Iss. Under these assump-
tions and using Eq. (4), we obtain the additional scaling
relation tch ∝ 1/

√
Ib. We test this prediction against our

experimental observations below.
Taking this linear thermal model, Eqs. (7) and (8) may

be solved in terms of elementary functions given by

Ĩ(t̃) = sech2(t̃), (11)

R̃(t̃) = tanh(t̃), t̃ ≥ 0, (12)

where we continue to assume that the term proportional to
1/τ̃r in Eq. (6) can be ignored. For comparing to experi-
ment, it is useful to restate Eq. (11) in terms of the readout
signal Ĩs = tanh2(t̃) and we have done so below. Note that
this form of ṽ does not allow for detector reset and hence
only describes the SNSPD turn-on dynamics.

We find that the time at which Ĩs (R̃) reaches a value
of 1/2 is given by t̃1/2 ∼ 0.881 (∼ 0.549), consistent with
the scaling behavior discussed above for a generic ther-
mal model. To directly compare this model to experiment,
only knowledge of Ib and two scale parameters is needed
(for more information on extracting scale parameters, see
Appendices F and G). Therefore, for large τr and s, Eqs.
(11) and (12) constitute a universal model for SNSPD
turn-on dynamics.

We compare the predictions of the exact model of Ref.
[5] using Eqs. (5), (6), and (10) without approximation,
and our universal model given by Eqs. (11) and (12) in
Fig. 4. Here, we show the temporal evolution of Ĩs = 1 − Ĩ
and R̃ for three different operating conditions: (1) one-
and (2) three-photon detection events for a typical value

n = 1 n = 1

n = 3

n = 3

Ib = 6 mA

0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

Ĩ s

t̃ t̃

0.0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1.0

R̃

0 1 2 3 0 1 2

(a) (b)

Ib = 6 mA

FIG. 4. A comparison of the exact [Eqs. (5) and (6)] and uni-
versal model solutions [Eqs. (11) and (12), dashed line] for (a)
the current and (b) the resistance. Here, the parameters for the
exact model are as follows: blue line, n = 1, Ib = 12.5 μA; red
line, n = 3, Ib = 12.5 μA, green line, n = 1, Ib = 6 μA. For
all curves, RL = 50 �, Lk = 0.824 μH, v0 = 60 pm/ns, Rsq =
461 �, w = 70 nm, and Iss = 1.04 μA.

of Iss � Ib � Isw; and (3) a one-photon event at Ib ∼ 6Iss,
which is a value smaller than that used in typical experi-
ments. For all cases, the universal model agrees well with
the exact model up to t̃ ∼ 2. Beyond this time, a distinct
change in slope in the curves for Ĩ predicted by the exact
model appears due to the detector returning to the super-
conducting state (R̃ jumps abruptly to zero). For all curves
up to t̃ = 1, the difference between the exact and univer-
sal models is < 3% for Ĩ and < 4% for R̃ and the small
disagreement is greatest for lower Ib, as expected. Thus,
the universal model is an excellent tool for understanding
typical SNSPD turn-on dynamics.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To further explore the utility of our universal model,
we use it to fit to experimental data to determine tch for
our detector. We record Is for various values of n with
Ib ∼ Isw and for various values of Ib with n = 1 (for more
information, see Appendix F). We then fit the data using
the dimensional form of Eq. (11), to find tch for each
data set. The results are shown in Fig. 5. Considering
only the photon-number data with Ib = 10.6Iss, we expect
tch = A/na with a = 0.5. We find that A = 295 ± 5 ps and

(a) (b)

FIG. 5. The experimental values of tch (blue dots) extracted by
fitting with our linear model vs (a) n with Ib = 11 μA and (b) Ib
with n = 1, as well as their fits (red curves) to the model tch =
A/na or tch = B/(Ib)

b, respectively.
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a = 0.51 ± 0.03. Therefore, the scaling is consistent with
our universally predicted scaling. From A and other inde-
pendently measured parameters (see Appendix G), we find
that v0 = 96 ± 3 m/s. This value of v0 is smaller than, but
of the order of, that found for NbN-based SNSPDs [19] and
is consistent with the slower turn-on and turn-off dynamics
of SNSPDs based on the amorphous superconducting thin
film considered here.

In contrast, considering only the bias-current data with
n = 1, we expect tch = B/(Ib)

b with b = 0.5; however,
we find that B = 1.35 ± 0.08 ps A1/2 and b = 0.63 ± 0.03.
From B, we predict that v0 = 50 ± 5 m/s. We also simulta-
neously fit all data using tch = C/(ncI d

b ) and find that C =
1.36 ± 0.07 ps · A1/2, c = 0.52 ± 0.03, d = 0.63 ± 0.02,
and v0 = 50 ± 6 m/s. In both cases, the dependence of Ib
on tch is inconsistent with our predicted value. The incon-
sistency may be due to some physics not captured in the
model proposed in Ref. [5]. It may also be due to high
measured dark counts for higher Ib measured in this detec-
tor, which may skew tch to lower values at higher Ib (see
Appendix G). Finally, it may be related to distortions in the
waveform caused by the amplifier, as discussed above.

VI. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we derive a universal model for the turn-
on dynamics of SNSPDs that identifies characteristic time
and resistance scales, which is used to predict the observed
detector behavior. Even though there are many seem-
ingly independent device parameters, they contribute to tch
and Rch in a highly dependent manner. Most importantly,
this model explains the multiphoton resolution observed
recently in SNSPDs. Additionally, we make further pre-
dictions on the effect of � and Ib on detector rise times and
find good agreement, although our results for the latter sug-
gest that more corrections might be needed for the model
from Ref. [5]. These observations should greatly advance
our understanding of the nonequilibrium dynamics of thin
superconducting films exposed to light.
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APPENDIX A: DEPENDENCE OF KINETIC
INDUCTANCE ON DEVICE CURRENT

The kinetic inductance Lk of a superconducting
nanowire is a function of the current density in the
nanowire. Clem and Kogan [7] have shown theoretically

that near the superconductor’s depairing current, Lk can
vary by a large (> 1/2) fraction from its low-current value.
Santavicca et al. [20] found experimentally that variations
≤ 10% are typical over the entire range of current values
for which their nanowires remained superconducting. Sim-
ilarly, we measured a variation of 8% in a WSi device [21].
In integrating Eqs. (7) and (8), we assume that Lk is con-
stant. This should lead to a small error in the pulse-shape
predictions for the initial part of the detector signal when
the nanowire current is large and decreasing and its kinetic
inductance is changing. This effect is below our present
experimental sensitivity.

By contrast, the scaling relations with the photon num-
ber and the nanowire length are entirely unaffected by any
kinetic inductance dependence on current. To see this, we
begin by defining the normal state resistance and kinetic
inductance per unit length of the nanowire: R = Rmax/�

and Lk(I) = Lk(I)/�, respectively. Here, the kinetic induc-
tance is allowed to depend on the detector current. The
model given in Eqs. (1) and (2) may be rewritten as
follows:

dRHS(t)
dt

= 2Rv[Idet(t)], RHS ≥ 0, (A1)

�Lk[Idet(t)]
dIdet(t)

dt
+ nRHS(t)Idet(t) = 0. (A2)

Consistent with the above treatment, the right-hand side of
Eq. (A2) is set equal to 0. We define the scaled variables τ ,
r, and i to arrive at the following scaling relations:

t =
√

2n
�

τ , (A3)

RHS(t) =
√

2n� r(τ ), (A4)

Idet(t) = i(τ ). (A5)

In the scaled variables, Eqs. (A1) and (A2) become

dr(τ )

dτ
= Rv[i(τ )], 0 ≤ RHS, (A6)

Lk[i(τ )]
di(τ )

dτ
+ r(τ )i(τ ) = 0. (A7)

The initial conditions for this system are r(τ = 0) = 0 and
i(τ = 0) = Ib. The functions Lk(i) and v(i) are intrinsic
functions of the nanowire. Thus, for a specific bias current
and nanowire, pulses with different numbers of photons or
from detectors of different lengths are described by exactly
the same scaled system, even if the kinetic inductance of
the detector depends on the current. The solution for this
scaled system i(τ ), r(τ ) is unique and scaling relations
for different rise times for pulses of different photon num-
bers or from detectors with different lengths are found by
expressing the scaled solutions in terms of the physical
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variables via Eqs. (A3–A5). For example, for two detectors
A and B,

I A
det

(√
nA

�A
t
)

= i(τ ) = I B
det

(√
nB

�B
t
)

⇒ I A
det

(√
nA �B

nB �A
t

)
= I B

det(t). (A8)

Consequently, the functional shapes of the rising edges of
their pulses are mathematically similar in the sense of Eq.
(9) and Fig. 2.

APPENDIX B: EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

To test the theoretical predictions described in the main
paper, we perform experiments to measure the rise time
of the photon-detection waveforms as a function of n as
well as Ibias. The detector is a single-pixel meander, made
of a proprietary amorphous superconducting material from
Quantum Opus [22]. We operate the detector at 850 mK
on the cold finger of a 4He sorption refrigerator made by
Chase Research Cryogenics [23], which itself is mounted
on the cold finger of a closed-cycle 4He refrigerator housed
in a custom-built cryostat.

To resolve changes in the rise time of the electri-
cal waveform, we use a low-noise high-bandwidth read-
out circuit, which is shown in Fig. 6, together with the
lumped-element depiction of the SNSPD. The cryogenic
preamplifier is a model CITLF3 from Cosmic Microwave
Technologies, with a specified analog bandwidth of
10 –2000 MHz, a noise temperature of 4 K, and a gain of
> 30 dB. An additional amplifier (Mini-Circuits ZFL1000-
LN, specified bandwidth 0.1–1000 MHz) at room tem-
perature boosts the signal well above the noise floor of
the oscilloscope that we use to collect the waveforms
(Agilent Infiium 80404B, 8 GHz analog bandwidth, 40
gigasamples/s). Note that we measure these bandwidths
and find the specifications to be conservative. As a result,
in Appendix C we use the measured cutoff frequencies.

ZFL-1000LN
Cryostat

CITLF3

Oscilloscope
Coax

RN

SNSPD

Lk ≈1 μH

Rf = 25 Ω

Lf = 220 nH

CAmp=100 pF

RAmp= 20 kΩ Vbias

Rbias = 1 MΩ

FIG. 6. A schematic of the experimental setup used for col-
lecting the waveform data. The SNSPD is shown as the typical
lumped-element depiction with a kinetic inductance Lk and a
hot-spot resistance RN that is a function of the absorbed photon
number n.

Polarization
control

1550-nm
cw laser

Optical fiber

Intensity
modulator

Intensity
modulator

FPGA Variable optic
attenuator

To 
SNSPD

FIG. 7. A schematic of the source setup used in generating
multiphoton wave packets.

To mitigate current back-action that affects ac-coupled
SNSPD readout circuits [24], we use a passive crossover
network at the input to the CITLF3. This network pro-
vides a dc path to ground that prevents charging of the
input capacitor to the amplifier without degrading the fast
rise time of the waveform [25]. Waveforms are recorded at
different values for Ibias and n using the oscilloscope.

The source consists of a distributed-feedback
continuous-wave (cw) laser (Fitel F0L15DCWC-A82-
19340-B) operating at 1550 nm that is intensity modulated
via electro-optic modulators (EOSpace). The repetition
rate and width of the modulation signal are controlled
by a field-programmable gate array (FPGA; Altera Stratix
V 5SGXEA7N2F40C2), shown in Fig. 7. Two sequen-
tial modulators are used to increase the overall extinction
ratio between the “ON” and “OFF” states. After creat-
ing the pulse with the modulators, it is attenuated to the
desired mean photon number per pulse with a variable opti-
cal attenuator before traveling to the detector. In the data
presented in this paper, the width of the modulated optical
pulse is approximately 80 ps, the repetition rate is 610 kHz,
and the mean photon number per pulse is approximately
1.26.

APPENDIX C: EFFECT OF THE FINITE
BANDWIDTH OF THE DETECTION SYSTEM

We assume in the main text that the system gain for
the SNSPD signal is flat as a function of the frequency
and that the bandwidth is infinite. The most significant
departure from this in the experimental apparatus is the
high frequency limits of our system. The expected decrease
in system gain at high frequencies is dominated by the
room-temperature amplifier, the gain of which we mea-
sure to be down by 3 dB at flp = 2.4 GHz. Accordingly,
we model the system gain’s high-frequency roll-off by a
single-pole low-pass filter with a time constant τ = 2π/flp.
Here, R and C are chosen to reproduce the amplifier’s 3
dB corner frequency. For this model, the “actual” signal,
vactual(t) that would be observed for an infinite-bandwidth
system is expressed in terms of the measured filtered signal
vmeasured(t):

vactual(t) = τ
dvmeasured(t)

dt
+ vmeasured(t). (C1)
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The derivative signal in Fig. 2 shows this effect most
clearly. The peak heights are inversely proportional to
the pulse rise times and the finite bandwidth of the sys-
tem means that the measured heights of these curves will
be somewhat smaller than the “actual” heights that result
from amplifiers with infinite bandwidth. We mathemati-
cally model the “measured” curves as Gaussians with the
full-width-at-half-maximum values taken from the data
shown in the figure. Using Eq. (C1), we predict that for
events of one, two, and three photons, the “actual” peaks
are reduced by 6%, 11%, and 15%, respectively, to give
those measured values in the figure. Equivalently, the
actual lifetimes are expected to be shorter than the mea-
sured rise times by the same amounts, according to this
model of the system’s frequency dependence. This size of
an effect is right at the edge of our experimental sensitivity,
given uncertainties in the exact shape of the pulse rise-time
distributions, and we do not identify it in our data. Future
higher-precision work and, especially, an extension of this
technique to higher-photon-number events, will require
care on this score.

APPENDIX D: COMPARISON OF RAW
WAVEFORMS TO RESCALED WAVEFORMS FOR

DIFFERENT n

To determine whether there is a statistical significance
between the waveforms shown in Fig. 2 of the main text,
we perform a one-way ANOVA [26] on the derivative
waveforms at t = 0. Typical one-way ANOVA results are
reported using an F-statistic, which represents the ratio
of the variance between groups to the variance within
groups as a function of degrees of freedom between the
groups and the total degrees of freedom, and a p-value
representing the significance level, where p < 0.05 is con-
sidered to be statistically significant. For the raw wave-
forms, the results are F(2, 12) = 140, p = 5.6 × 10−9,
which shows a statistically significant difference. Post hoc
comparisons using the Tukey HSD test show a significant
difference between the n = 1 and n = 2, n = 2 and n = 3,
and n = 1 and n = 3 groups. In contrast, for the rescaled
waveforms, we find F(2, 12) = 1.7, p = 0.22, indicat-
ing no statistical significance between the waveforms
at t = 0.

APPENDIX E: DIGITIZATION AND FITTING OF
SMIRNOV DATA

The data used to compare the Smirnov et al. two-
temperature predictions with our theory are digitized from
Ref. [15] using the PLOT DIGITIZER software [27]. As
described in the main text, our theory agrees well with
theirs, with χ2

r ∼ 1, and agrees qualitatively with their
experimental findings. When calculating χ2

r , we assume
that the dominant error is the approximately 1.6 ps error
introduced by digitizing. The digitization program works

n = 2

n = 3

10–2

10–1

100

N
or

m
al

iz
ed

co
un

ts

40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110
Differentiated peak height (arb. units)

n = 1 

FIG. 8. A histogram of the differentiated peak heights (blue) for
Ib = 11 μA. We fit a sum of Gaussian functions (red) of the form∑3

n=1 ane−[(x−bn)/cn]2
to the distribution. The resulting individual

Gaussians (orange curves) and their centers (gray vertical lines)
are also shown.

by allowing the user to set the axes and hand-select data
points to record their values. We arrive at this digiti-
zation error by selecting the same data point multiple
times.

APPENDIX F: EXTRACTING tch FROM
EXPERIMENTAL PULSES

To arrive at values for tch for varying n, we follow Ref.
[6] and make a histogram of the maximum values of the
derivatives of readout pulses as shown in Fig. 8. We fit a
sum of Gaussians to the distribution, finding that χ2

r ∼ 2.2,
and then use each Gaussian’s center to determine rep-
resentative pulses for n=1, 2, and 3. We then fit these
representative pulses using our universal model [Eq. (11)]

FIG. 9. The universal model fits (red solid line) for n = 1, 2,
and 3 (blue points).
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TABLE I. The values of tch found by fitting the universal model
solution to experimental waveforms.

n Ib (μA) tch (ns)

1 12.8 0.264 ± 0.007
1 12.5 0.275 ± 0.005
1 12.0 0.276 ± 0.007
1 11.5 0.287 ± 0.006
1 11.0 0.294 ± 0.007
2 11.0 0.212 ± 0.006
3 11.0 0.166 ± 0.006
1 10.5 0.310 ± 0.006
1 10.0 0.323 ± 0.004
1 9.0 0.335 ± 0.004
1 8.0 0.358 ± 0.006
1 7.0 0.409 ± 0.008
1 6.0 0.429 ± 0.007

to determine tch, as shown in Fig. 9. The resulting values
are given in Table I. Note that with a value of tch extracted
in this manner for a pulse with a known n, combined with

a measurement of Lk as described below, it is possible to
extract Rch as well.

For varying Ib, we use the same procedure and focus
only on the n = 1 peak for each value of Ib. Fits to the
waveforms can be found in Fig. 10 and values of tch are
given in Table I.

The χ2
r value for these fits ranged from 1.1 to 11.5

for Ib = 6–12.8 μA, and from 6.6 to 14.1 for n = 1,
2, and 3. We hypothesize that the increase of χ2

r is
due in part to the limited bandwidth of, and the ring-
ing behavior observed in, our amplifier. The rising edge
for n = 3 and Ib = 12.8 μA is somewhat faster than the
amplifier rise time and therefore the fit slightly under-
estimates the actual data when the pulse first begins to
rise at approximately −0.15 ns. Similarly, when the pulse
begins to round off at its maximum value at approxi-
mately 0.2 ns, the amplifier rings, again causing the fit to
somewhat undershoot the actual data. This effect should
be more pronounced for higher n and Ib, where the rise
time is shortest, and this is reflected in the higher χ2

r for
these fits.

FIG. 10. The universal model fits (red solid line) for different values of Ib (blue points).
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APPENDIX G: DETERMINING DETECTOR
PARAMETERS

1. Steady state current

The steady-state current Iss is defined as the current
when the Joule heating and cooling to the substrate are
balanced such that v(Iss) = 0. We determine Iss by per-
forming a dc current-voltage (I -V) measurement as shown
in Fig. 11. We start with a high voltage such that the whole
meander is in the normal state. We gradually lower the
voltage and observe a plateau region starting at around 6
V and ending at around 1 V. In this region, sections of
the nanowire are beginning to switch into the supercon-
ducting state, causing the resistance to drop. In turn, the
current maintains a constant value, Iss. We fit a line to the
I -V curve from 4 to 6 V and find that the vertical offset is
Iss = 1.042 ± 0.005 μA.

2. Kinetic inductance

To determine Lk, we model the electrical properties of
the SNSPD during the falling edge of the readout pulse and
fit to the experimental waveforms. We place the detector in
parallel with two room-temperature amplifiers using a bias
tee (Mini-Circuits ZFBT-6GW). Typically, it is assumed

SNSPD

Cryostat

Vbias

Rbias

rf

dcrf and
dc

50 Ω

Terminator

Coax

Bias tee

LPF

(a)

ISS = 1.042 μA

1.00 MΩ

6.53 MΩ

2

4

6

8

10

12

14

0 5 10 15 20

C
ur

re
nt

 (μ
A

)

Voltage (V)

(b)

0

FIG. 11. The measurement schematic (a) and the resulting I -
V curve (b) for the Quantum Opus detector. There is a 1 M�

series resistor Rbias between the voltage source and the detector,
resulting in a slope of 1 M� during the superconducting por-
tion of the I -V curve. The normal resistance is about 6.53 M�

including Rbias. The bias tee is a Mini-Circuits ZFBT-6GW and
the low-pass filter (LPF) is a Mini-Circuits SLP-1.9+.

that the fall time for Is is given by τr = Lk/RL. In this
case, we modify this assumption to also allow for timing
variations caused by the ac-coupling capacitor. We use the
following model:

Is(t) = e(RL/2Lk)(t−to)
[
ae

√
(RL/2Lk)2−1/(LkC)(t−to)

+be−
√

(RL/2Lk)2−1/(LkC)(t−to)
]

, (G1)

where RL = 50 � and a, b, to, Lk, and C are left as free
parameters. (C is not specified by the bias-tee manufac-
turer, so we allow it to be a fit parameter.) We fit Eq. (G1)
to the pulse shown in Fig. 12 from t ∼ 15 ns to t = 250 ns.
We find that a = −0.059 ± 0.004 V, b = 1.53 ± 0.01 V,
to = −1.2722 ± 0.0004 ns, C = 3.2 ± 0.2 nF, and Lk =
824 ± 4 nH. The fit has χ2

r ∼ 1.6.

3. Dark counts

The dark-count rate (DCR), as well as the total count
rate (TCR) as a function of Ib for the detector, are shown in
Fig. 13. At higher Ib (� 11 μA), the DCR grows to within
2 orders of magnitude of the TCR.

Careful analysis of our dark counts reveals an inter-
esting phenomenon, which is not accounted for by our
model. We collect dark-count pulses, differentiate their ris-
ing edges, and record their maximum derivatives in the

Oscillo-
scope

Cryostat

SNSPD

AU-1310 (x2)

Vbias

Rbias

rf

dc

rf and
dc

Bias tee

LPF

(a)

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

V
ol

ta
ge

 (V
)

0 25 50 75 100 125 150
Time (ns)

(b)

FIG. 12. The measurement schematic (a) and the resulting
SNSPD pulse (b). We fit Eq. (G1) (red) to the falling edge
(light blue region) and extract Lk. The low-pass filter (LPF) is
a Mini-Circuits SLP-1.9+.
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FIG. 13. The detector dark-count rate (points with solid line)
varies from a few counts per second (cps) for low Ib up to >

8000 cps for high Ib. The total count rate (squares with dotted
line) is also shown. (Note that the measured results are given by
the plot points—the lines are just guides for the eye.)

same way as above. We assume that we do not obtain any
multiphoton dark-count events and so the resulting dis-
tribution represents only n = 1 counts. We compare the
resulting distribution with our multiphoton distribution and
find that the n = 1 dark counts are shifted to a lower-
differentiated peak height (a longer rise time) as shown
in Fig. 14. A possible explanation for this shift is that
the dark-count photons are likely of much longer wave-
length than our source photons [28]; however, there is no
mechanism in our model to account for this proposed dif-
ference. This is an important issue that warrants further
exploration.
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FIG. 14. A comparison of the multiphoton absorption data
(blue) with the dark-count rates (red) at Ib = 12.8 μA. Both dis-
tributions are normalized such that the areas under their curves
are unity, then the dark counts are further scaled by the ratio of
the DCR over the overall count rate during data collection. Gaus-
sians are fitted to the n = 1 peak and their centers are shown as
vertical lines for both source (solid blue) and dark (dotted red)
counts.
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